
TRAIL ASSESSMENT FORM 

 
Doc. #  Trail Name  Ridge Path  Trail 

Type:  

Wide Condition  Good 

  

Route: Chickatawbut Road – 4072 - 4047  

Recent Weather: Overcast, 40’s, 1” rain yesterday 

TRAIL 

LANDMARKS 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Ridge Path leaves from the north side of Chickatawbut Road at a fire 

gate and granite marker labeled Ridge Path. It is located .52 miles from 

the point where the Skyline crosses Chickatawbut Road.  

 Unnamed path leaves on the right at 38 feet. Connector path to Pine 

Tree Brook Path.  

 Treadway is road width ascending hill in good condition. 

 Height of land reached at 300 feet. 

 Unnamed path leaves on right at 390 feet. Road width path. 

 Great Dome Foot Path crosses at Marker 4072 at .12 miles. 

 Water flows under trail at .18 miles but inflow is not visible. Seems to 

be a decent flow due to recent rains. No action required. 

 Treadway enters a 4-way intersection at .40 miles. Intersection not 

obvious on map. It is actually that Sassaman and Ridge alongside each 

other. Ridge Path enters on right and continues on right while Sassaman 

Path enters on left and continues left. This intersection could have 

appropriate signage installed to eliminate confusion. 

 Water runs down the trail, carving a “V” in the middle of trail. Should 

install grade reversal around .45 miles.  (1) 

 Ridge Path ends at Marker 4047 at Sassaman Path at .46 miles. 

MINOR&MAJOR 

PROBLEM 

AREAS 

1. Water flows down center of trail around .45 miles and continuing onto 

Sassaman Path. Need to install grade reversal, L to R, to get water off 

the trail at the earliest point on the trail. Trail has high edges so need to 

find first available location. 

DISTANCES TO 

MAJOR 

INTERSECTIONS 

 Chickatawbut Road to Great Dome Foot Path Marker 4072  -  .12 miles. 

 Chickatawbut Road to 4 way intersection  -  .40 miles.  

 Chickatawbut Road to Sassaman Path Marker 4047  -  .46 miles. 

Report prepared by: Bob Flagg Assessment date: 3/16/16 

 


